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o.

Introduction

In this paper 1 argue that i-subjects (=associates) in all Romance varieties check-off
nominative Case and agree with the verb, in spite of appearances to the contrary in languages
such as French. My analysis thus differs from that of Cardinaletti (1997) and Chomsky
(1995) (henceforth CC), who claim that the formal features of the i-subject in French
expletive constructions do not raise for checking at LF. My analysis appeals to certain facts
exhibited by the Italian dialects as supporting evidence. My hypothesis allows us to account
for why first and second person i-subjects in Romance never exhibit apparent lack of
agreement with the verb (a fact not directly explained by the CC analysis), and why the Italian
dialects (which, unlike French, do not exhibit a Definiteness Effect) can have i-subjects in
transitive constructions (a fact not predicted by Lasnik's (1995) analysis of Case assignment).
In §1 I review the two different agreement patterns exhibited in expletive
constructions cross-linguistically, and Cardinaletti's Nominative Agreement Hypothesis,
which I adopt for my analysis of Case and agreement (§2). In sections 2.1 and 2.2 I present
my analysis of the two different agreement patterns, and in §2.3 I discuss its advantages. In
§3 I review CC's explanation of the two different agreement patterns, and discuss why my
explanation is to be preferred. In §4 I provide a conclusion.
1.

Explaining the two different agreement patterns
As CC note, there are two different agreement patterns found in expletive
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»,

constructions: the French-type agreement pattern (exhibited in (I where the i-subject does
not seem to trigger verb agreement, and the English-type agreement pattern (seen in (2»,
where the i-subject does seem to trigger verb agreement.

(I)

n est entre trois honunes.

a.

it is entered three men
'There have entered three men. '

(2)

b.

*ll soot entre trois hommes.

a.

There have entered three men.
*There has entered three men.

b.

CC claim that (1) indicates that (singular) agreement is triggered by the expletive (in this case,
if), rather than by the i-subject. Since I will be adopting this claim, immediately below I
briefly review their justification for it.
1.1

Cardinaletti's Nominative Agreement Hypothesis (NAH)

Cardinaletti's (1997) analysis of agreement in expletive constructions distinguishes
between two different types of expletives, which I will call here 'F(rench)-type expletives' and
'E(nglish)-type expletives.' An F-type expletive is a morpheme which can occur only as a
structural subject; an E-type expletive, on the other hand, is a morpheme which can occur
in more than one structural position. So, while French iI can never occur as a complement
(3b), English there can (4b).
(3)

(4)

a.

na

b.

vu iI.
*Marie
Marie has seen he

a.

There have entered three men.

b.

I saw three men there.

vu Marie.
he has seen Marie.

a

Since F-type expletives are only permitted as structural subjects, Cardinaletti concludes that
they must be unambiguously marked with nominative Case; French iI is thus not unlike
English he (as opposed to him), which must also be taken to be specified for nominative Case.
E-type expletives, on the other hand, are not marked with any specific Case, which is what
allows such morphemes to occur freely in different structural positions that are associated
with different Cases.
Cardinaletti demonstrates that F-type expletives always yield the agreement pattern
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seen in (1), while E-type expletives always exhibit the agreement pattern seen in (2), and
concludes that expletives which are specified for nominative Case trigger agreement, while
Case-vague expletives do not. This is expressed in Cardinaletti's (1997:526) generalization
(her example (9)):

(5)

Only those expletives that are unambiguously marked as nominative trigger
agreement with the verb. 2

Thus, according to Cardinaletti, the key property which explains the agreement pattern
exhibited in (1-2) is the Case information on the expletive. She calls this the Nominative
Agreement Hypothesis (NAH), which I adopt in my analysis of agreement and Case
assignment in §2.

2.

Apparent non-agreement is agreement: formal features of the associate raise at

LF
In order to explain the two different agreement patterns exhibited in (1-2), I claim that
Agr,P involves a person feature which is structurally divorced from the number feature (see,
e.g., Kayne (1995); Taraldsen (1995)). Thus, Agr'p involves two distinct functional heads,
Agr"""p and Agr!,=P; this can be seen in (6).3

1 Note that in order for (5) to be correct, Cardinaletti's cIaim must assume that specification of
nominative Case on a morpheme entails specification of phi-features. "This enlailme.nt (which is unidirectional: Case --> phi-features; :. -phi-features --> -Case) is curious, since there is nothing obvious (at least,
not to me) which would logically preclude the existence of a morpheme which is specified for nominative
Case, but not for phi-features (such a morpheme, unlike French ii, would not trigger agreement). If
Cardinaletti is correct, then the non~s1ence of such a morpheme requires an explanation (an explanation
which, unfortunately, I do not have).
The E-type agreement pattern obtains due to subsequent LF-raising of the phi-features of the isubject. I discuss this below in §3.
3 While I follow Tarnldsen (1995) in proposing the existence of these two dislincl functional beads,
my analysis differs from his in that for me, the number head structurally dominates the person head A
discussion oflhe consequences of this reversal ofTaraldsen's order for the explanation of his Icelandic facts
is beyond the scope of this paper.
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(6)

Agr""'p

~

Agr.,,,,:

Spec

~
Agr"",P

Agr.....
[sing/pI)

~
Spec

Agr'

~
Agr"", TP (etc.)
[3pers)
[Nom)

As can be seen, I assume that the number head contains either the feature [singularI or the
feature [Plural]. Furthermore. I assume that the nominative Case feature resides in the lower
head, together with the person feature.

2.1

Explaining the F-type agreement pattern

To explain 'agreement with the expletive' (= apparent lack of agreement with the isubject) in the French example in (1). I must make two additional assumptions: first. I will
assume (following Mora (1993. 1997); see also Tortora (1997)) that the expletive overtly
raises from a structurally lower position,4 passing first through (the lower) [Spec.Agr~l.
and ultimately landing in [Spec.Agr."..P]. This is illustrated in (7).
(7)

Agr."..p

~
Spec

IIi

Agr"",.:
~
Agr....
[sing]

Agi~
~

Spec
II

Agr"",'
~
Agr"",
TP
[3pers)
[Nom)

Assuming (following Carc\inaletti (1997)) that iI is specified for both nominative Case and
phi-features (see footnote 1). it checks off [Nom] and 13pers) (via Spec-Head agreement)

'It is nol necessruy for the presenl pwposes to specify the exact origin oflbe expletive; see references
ciled in the lext.
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through the presence of its trace (1; in (7» in [Spec,AgrpcnP].! It checks off Ising) (via SpecHead agreement) in LSpec,AgrnumP)·
Note at this point that in order to pass the Case filter, the i-subject trois hommes must
also have its Case feature checked off. Following Chomsky (1 99S:chapter 4), let us assume
that the formal features of the i-subject raise at LF in order to be checked . Given Chomsky's
assumption that the phi-features (i.e., the person and number features) on the argument are
[+lnterpretable], they do not have to be checked; thus, it is the [-Interpretable] nominative
Case feature of trois hommes that is of concern at this point, even though I will be assuming
(also following Chomsky) that the phi-features get pied-piped along. The example in (8)
provides an illustration ofLF (left-)adjunction of the formal features of the i-subject to the
Agr"", head.

(8)

LF feature movement:

3persFF(DP)
PluraIFF(DP)
NomFF(DP)

Agrpcn
[3pen]
[Nom]

As can be seen in (8), the person (third), number (plural), and Case feature (nominative) of
the i-subject adjoin at LF to the Agrpcn head. The NomFF(DP) gets checked against the
IN om] feature of the target, and the 3persFF(DP) gets checked against the [3pen) feature
of the target, toO.7 The PluraIFF(DP) does not get checked against anything, but since it is

, I must assume here that the nominative Case feature is checked, but not deleted. See footnote 5 for
a detailed explanation for this assumption. Fwthermore, I will assume that unless all of the features of the
head are deleted once checked, then none are deleted. As such. the (third) person feature on the target is not
deleted under checking either..
• I am assuming that although the number feature is [+Interpretable] on arguments, it must be [Interpretable] on expletives (if we are to take the notion of 'interpretability, , as a semantic notion, seriously).
Given that the number feature on il is [-Interpretable), it must be checked against Agr_. Note, then, that if
the Numeration (and thus, Agr...,) contained a [plural] feature (rather thao a [sing] feature), the derivation
would crash, because the [plural] feature on Agr_ would clash with the (singular) nwnber feature of the
expletive il.
, AI this point I must explain my assumption (foolnole 4) that i/ checks, bul does not delete, the Nom
Case feature on the target when it (overtly) moves tluough Spcc,Agr"",P in (7). 1 must assume no deletion
under cbecking in this case in order 10 el1Sl1TC survival of the Nom Case feature of the target for subsequent
LF-chccking against the nominative Case feature of the i-subject. 1 would bope that the inability oW to delete
the Nom Case feature on the target would foUow from more general principles. At present I unfortunately
find no con.nncing principled reason why this should be so; 1 am only foUow the intuition that it has
something to do with the morphologically 'weak' nature (in the sense of Cardinaletti & Starke (to appear»
of expletives in general.
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[+Interpretable]. it does not need to be checked, it does not move up to be checked against
the Agrnum head, and thus stays adjoined (and inert) in the Agr_ head.'
2.2

Explaining the E-type agreement pattern

To explain 'agreement with the i-subject' (= lack of agreement with the expletive) in
the English example in (2). I will assume that there also overtly raises from a structurally
Iowerposition, passing firstthrough [Spec,Agr.....PJ. ultimately landing in [Spec.Agr..."P); this
is illustrated in (9).
(9)
Spec

Agr,_:

Therej

~
Agr.... Agr_P
[plural] ~
Spec
Agr_'
Ij
~
Agrpcn
TP
. [3pers]
(Nom]

Assuming (again, following CardinaJetti (1997» that there is neither specified for nominative
Case, nor for person features, it does not check off the Case and person feature through the
presence of its trace (/j in (9» in [Spec,AgrponP]. Furthermore, note that, since it is devoid
of number features, it cannot check off the number feature (via Spec-Head agreement) in
(Spec,Agr""'p).
As in the French case, the j:subject Ihree men must also have its Case feature checked
off at LF in order to pass the Case fiher. Like in (8), then, the fonnal features ofthe i-subject
raise at LF (the [+Interpretable] phi-features getting pied-piped along with the [-Interpretable]
nominative Case feature). The example in (10) provides an illustration ofLF Oeft-)adjwtction
of the formal features of the i-subject to the Agrpm head.

• Note that nor does it need to move up to check the Agr""" bead, since that [-Interpretable] feature
on the target has already been checked by if via Spec-Head agreement.
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(10)

LF feature movement:

3persFF(DP}
PluraIFF(DP}
NomFF(DP}

Agr_
[3pers]
[Nom]

As can be seen in (10), the person (third), number (plural), and Case feature (nominative) of
the i-subject adjoin at LF to the Agr"", head. The 3persFF(DP} gets checked against the
[3pen) feature of the target, and the NomFF(DP} gets checked against the [Nom) feature
of the target. The PluralFF(DP} does not get checked against anything. Since it is
[+Interpretable], it does not need to be checked. However, note in (9) that the [Plural)
feature residing in the Agr.... head (which, as a target, is [-Interpretable]), has not yet been
checked, given that there (which occupies its Spec) has no number feature to check it with
(see (5) and footnote 1). Thus, the [plural] feature in Agr.... attracts the PluralFF(DP},
which left-adjoins to it; this is illustrated in (11).

(11)

LF feature movement:

~
Spec

Therej

Agrftu",:
------------

~~

PluralFF(DPA

Agr""",
[plural)

3persFF(DP}
tt

NomFF(DP}

Agr"",
[3 pen]
[Nom]

Note that if the Numeration (and thus, Agr....) contained 8 (sing) feature (rather than a
[plural] feature), the derivation would crash, because the [-Interpretable] (sing) feature on
Agr...." would clash with PluralFF(DP}.
2.3 Predictions made by this analysis
The above analysis of Case and agreement accounts for other properties exhibited by
expletive constructions in the Romance languages in general. In particular, it predicts that
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F-type expletive constructions do not allow first and second person i-subjects. This is
because the present account takes sentences like (1) to involve agreement between the verb
and the i-subject; the 13pel'll) feature checks both irs third person feature and the i-subject's
third person feature, i.e., 3persFF(DP), independent of what the number feature is (Agrpon's
(3pel'll) feature thus matches both the person feature of the expletive and the person feature
of the i-subject). The person feature of a first/second person i-subject, on the other hand,
would not match Agrpon's [3pers) feature. Thus, a first/second person i-subject would be
prohibited from occurring with a verb that has third person singular morphology.
For French, it is impossible to test whether this prediction is borne out, given the fact
that the Definiteness Restriction does not allow for first and second person i-subjects in the
first place. To test whether this prediction is borne out, then, we must turn to a language that
has an F-type expletive (i.e., an expletive that, like ii, is specified for nominative Case), but
that does not have a Definiteness Restriction.
It tums out that many Italian dialects offer just such an example. Here I will give
examples from only two Italian dialects. The first, Borgomanerese (Tortora (1996; 1997»,
is a Piedmontese dialect, spoken in the town ofBorgomanero in the Province of Novara. Its
expletive," ngh, must be taken to be an F-type expletive, since (like French if) it can only
occur as a structural subject. Furthermore, (like French if) it triggers third person singular
agreement on the verb, even in the presence of a third person plural object. This can be seen
in (12).

(12)

Ngh e riva-gghi
do
mati.
LaC is arrived-LaC two.fem girls
'There arrived two girls.' or 'Two girls arrived. '

Unlike French, however (but like Italian), Borgomanerese does not have a Definiteness
Effect. Thus, definite i-subjects are permitted in the expletive construction, as can be seen
in (13).
(13)

Ngh e riva-gghi
la Maria.
LaC is arrived-LaC the Maria
'Maria arrived.'

Nevertheless, first and second person i-subjects are not permitted in this construction, as can
be seen in (14).

• See Tortora (1996, 1997) for arguments against the idea that this morpheme is an expletive. For
the sake of simplicity, I will assume here that it is, although it should be noted that whether or not it is
analyzed as an expletive is not relevant to the argument al hand.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss1/28
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(14)

a.

*Ngh e rivil-gghi
te
I \ojau.
LOC is arrived-LOC you.sg I you.pl

b.

*Ngh
rivil-gghi
LOC is arrived-LOC

e

405

me I njau.
I I we

It is important to note that this restriction is not due to a general ban on first and second
person i-subjects. Borgomanerese allows lim and second person i-subjects, as long as they
agree with the verb; this can be seen in (15) (SCL=subject clitic).
(15)

a.

I

summa nva

b.

I

sOn

njau.
SCL be. 1pi arrived we
'We arrived.'

rivil

me.

SCL be.lsg arrived I
'I arrived.'
This pattern is not peculiar to Borgomanerese. It is also exhibited in Coneglianese
(Saccon (1993: 133». As can be seen in (16a), Coneglianese's el (which is just like French
if) occurs in the presence of a third person i-subject. The sentence in (16a), which has the
feminine i-subject eta 'she', must be compared with (J6b), which also has feminine eta; note
that in (16b), however, the preverbal ela triggers the presence of la, rather than et, confirming
that the Coneglianese expletive construction in (16a), just like the French one in (I), involves
a case of "apparent lack of agreement."
(16)

a.

El e ndat ela.
SCL is gone she
'She left.'

b.

Ela la
e ndat.
she SCL(fem) is gone.
·Sheleft.'

Just like in Borgomanerese, first/second person i-subjects are not pennitted
construction, as can be seen in (17).
(17)

In

this

*EI
e ndat ti.
SCL(-agr) is gone you

Similarly, fustlsecond person i-subjects are licit in Coneg1ianese, as long as the SCL (and
therefore the verb) agrees; this can be seen in (18).
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Te
se ndat ti .
SCL(+agr) are gone you
' You left.'

In addition to the (correct) prediction that first/second person i-subjects do not occur
with third singular verbs, the present analysis makes another prediction. In particular, given
the claim that the i-subject checks nominative Case in Agr" this leaves open the poSSIbility of
other (Case-assigning) functional heads to check the Case of other arguments. To be more
specific, we predict the possibility ofi-subjects with transitive verbs (Le., trnnsitive expletive
constructions) in Romance. That is, since Agr., is not needed to check the Case of the isubject, it is free to check the Case of any potential object argument.
This is a correct prediction. The dialect of Cicagna (p. Beninci and M . Cuneo,
personal communication) is an example of an Italian dialect which has transitive expletive
constructions. As can be seen in (19), the expletive (pro, in this case) is an F-type expletive;
it triggers singular agreement with the verb, even in the presence of a third plural i-subject (i
wabine 'the carabinieri').

(19)

pro porta
ia
tUtu
i
karabine.
pro take.3SG away everything the.3PL carabinieri.3PL
'The carabinieri took away everything. '

Furthermore, we can see in (19) that a direct object (in this case, tiitu 'everything') is
permitted with an i-subject (yielding a VOS word order). Coneglianese (Saccon (1993» also
allows this type of construction, as can be seen in (20).

(20)

EI a fat tut
la serva.
it has done everything the maid(fem)
'The maid did everything. ' .

(cf.: La Serva Ja a fat tut).

It is worthwhile noting that the present analysis, which makes the correct prediction,
contrasts with Lasnik's (1995) analysis ofCase-assigrunent in expletive constructions. Lasnik
(foUowingBeUetti (1988» claims that i-subjects in expletive constructions check Case (at LF)
in [Spec,Agr.l (following Belletti (1988» . An illustration ofLasnik's hypothesis can be seen
in (21).
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a. There entered three men.
b.

AgroP

~
Spec
three men;

Agro'

~
Agro

VP

entere~

~

V

~

~

An analysis which takes the i-subject to check Case in [Spec,AgrJ makes an incorrect
prediction with respect to the data in (19-20). In particular, it predicts that direct objects
cannot occur with i-subjects, given that [Spec,Agr.l would not be available for Case-checking
of the direct object in the presence of an·i-subject. I thus conclude that an analysis which
claims that the Case of an i-subject is checked in Agr, is to be preferred.

3.

CC's explanation of Case and agreement in expletive constructions

I would now like to tum to CC's explanation of Case and agreement in expletive
constructions, and illustrate how the analysis presented in this paper is to be preferred.
To recap, given the NAB:, CC conclude that F-type expletives check nominative Case
and phi-features, while E-type expletives do not. In order to explain agreement with the isubject in E-type expletive constructions, CC claim that the formal features of the i-subject
raise at LF to be checked against these features in Agr,. In the F-type expletive construction,
however, CC assume that since the Case and phi-features in Agr, are checked by the
expletive, the Case and phi-features of the i-subject need not (and therefore do not) raise at
LF to be checked.
Note that a negative ~onsequence of this analysis is that, if nothing further is stated,
the sentence in (1) is predicted to be ungrammatical, since the nominative Case feature of the
i-subject is never checked (and as such does not pass the Case filter). N. Chomsky (personal
communication) points out that the i-subject in (1) can satisfy the visibi1ity requirement
through N .. D raising. Note, however, that this account cannot be used for the Italian
dialects, which do not exhibit any Definiteness Restriction. lo As such, we are left with the
question of how the visibility requirement is satisfied.
Another consequence of the CC analysis is that it provides no direct way of ruling out
first/second person non-agreeing i-subjects (discussed in §2.3 above). In order to explain this

"Cardlnaleni (1997) addresses the Case liller question by suggesting that unchecked (-interpretable]
features be allowed. With this suggestion, however, we lose the content of the Case filter
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come up with a separate explanation. The hypothesis presented in this paper, however,
directly predicts that first/second person non-agreeing i-subjects are not possible.
Furthermore, the question of satisfYing the visibility requirement does not arise, since the
nominative Case feature of the i-subject is always checked, even in F-type expletive
constructions.
4.

Conclusion

The analysis presented in this paper takes non-agreeing i-subjects to be non-existent.
Apparent cases of non-agreement, such as in French in (1) involve LF checking of the (third)
person feature. Under this analysis, the nominative Case feature of the i-subject is also
checked at LF, so that the question of passing the Case filter does not arise. As we have seen
above, an analysis which involves nominative Case-checking of the i-subject, as opposed to
Case-checking in Agr. (Lasnik (1995)), is to be preferred. This analysis is also to be preferred
to one which does not involve a splitting of Agr. into two distinct functional heads, which
carulOt account for the ban on non-agreeing first/second person i-subjects.
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